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CEPC basic information:

Center-of-mass energy: 240-250GeV

Integrated luminosity: 5𝑎𝑏−1 . 10 years:106 Higgs

Simulation: GEANT4-based full simulation samples

The signal process is generated by MadGraph, with Initial 
State Radiation (ISR) implemented

 The upper limit of B(H→e+e-) could reach 0.024% at 95% 
confidence level.

Result:



Many new physics models predict the Higgs 
couplings deviate from the SM at the percent level. 

With this consideration, a Higgs factory at e+e− 
collider with high luminosity is best suited for this 
goal, due to its clean environment and relative 
lower cost.

Motivation:



 The SM prediction for the branching fraction B(H→e+e-) is as tiny as 
approximately 5× 10−9. 

 In new physics scenario, it can be enhanced significantly.

ZH,H->e+e-:



In Figure2, why does the curves decrease suddenly at 
about 250GeV?

Question from Yuzhen:



Answer:

I don’t know. But maybe the author only simulate 160Gev to 250Gev. 



Question from Ryuta:

The ISR implementation in MadGraph is the title in section 2, but, could 
you briefly introduce the "Whizard" , "MadGraph" and their relationship ?

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO is a framework that aims at providing all the elements necessary 
for SM and BSM phenomenology, such as the computations of cross sections, the 
generation of hard events and their matching with event generators, and the use of a 
variety of tools relevant to event manipulation and analysis.-High precision simulation 

WHIZARD is a program system designed for the efficient calculation of multi-particle 
scattering cross sections and simulated event samples.

Answer:



Question from Amit:

How will the MADGRAPH change the effect of ISR in this analysis?

Answer:

MadGraph is a simulation method, and it can simulate e+e- ->ZH with 
ISR and without ISR respectively. I don’t know how to use MadGraph. 



Recoil mass:



Signal and background:



Cut condition:

 At least one pair of electrons with opposite charge is required
 The pair with invariant mass Me+e− closer to Higgs mass is selected in 

case of multi-combinations, and required then to satisfy 120 < Me+e− < 
130GeV.

 The recoil mass Mrecoil of e+e− is required to be greater than 90 GeV and 
less than 93 GeV, to be consistent with the Z-boson hypothesis.

 To suppress 2-fermions background, it is required that the difference 
between the two electrons’ azimuth angles should satisfy ∆ɸ < 166◦.





ZH,H->e+e- only this channel, UnnormalizedCut:



Question from kai:

Last line of page4, 50000 signal generated and final efficiency about 7%, this 
will give a yield about 3500, but only about 20 in Figure 4, what's the reason?

Answer: Generate 106 Higgs.  BR(H->e+e-)=0.024%. 
The number of H->e+e- generated  is 240. 
The efficiency of selecting is 7%.
So the number left is 7%×240=17. 



It says that 'The 95% confidence level upper limit on H->ee can then be decided 
to be 0.024%.' Could you explain the process in which they get the result?

Question from Suyu:

In the page5, it says “ the 95% confidence level upper limit on H −→ e+e− 
branch ratio can then be decided to be 0.024%.”, it looks the 0.024% is an 
output value from the calculation. But why on page 6, Figure 4, in the caption, 
it says “assuming” the BR = 0.024%?

Question from Xin:



Calculate upper limit:

1.Get the distribution of 
𝜇 which obey Gaussian.
2.Get the  95%CL upper 
limit of 𝜇.
3.Get the 95%CL upper 
limit of signal branch.
4.Use the 95%CL upper 
limit of signal branch to 
fit ZH_inclusive.





How to calculate upper limit:



My thoughts:
95%CL: F(𝑞0|𝜇

′)=0.95.  Ф−1（0.95）=1.64.
So   𝜇/𝜎 -𝜇′/𝜎=1.65 ,  𝜇 > 0
So we can get the 95%CL upper limit  𝜇.
So we can get the 95%CL upper limit of signal



Thank you.


